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2017 by the following
major donors:
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Members: Flatdogs Camp,
Robin Pope Safaris, Mfuwe
Lodge & the Bushcamp
Company, Kafunta Safaris,
Remote Africa Safaris, Shenton
Safaris, Lion Camp & Norman
Carr Safaris.

From Rachel McRobb
CEO CSL
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
With another year almost gone by, it marks CSL’s 15th year working to protect
South Luangwa’s wildlife. As I reflect on the many challenges faced in 2017,
the multitude of events that did not go as planned, I also count my lucky
stars for all the things that did go well, the great successes achieved by the
team and exciting new plans for 2018.
At the beginning of 2017, we welcomed several new management staff to
help improve CSL’s capacity and capabilities and to allow me to concentrate
more on fundraising, organizational structure, networking and strategizing. I
am thrilled to say we have an exceptionally good team who in 2017 have
increased anti-poaching results by over 100%, improved scout morale and
incentives, introduced new systems, ultimately all helping to protect the
spectacular wildlife found here.
Our detection dog team expanded this year and now includes 5 dogs, 8
handlers, 2 kennel keepers and a new dog unit and base being set up in
Chipata, in Eastern Province of Zambia. The team continues to produce great
results, confiscating many firearms and illegal wildlife products.
In October, Tusk Trust brought together some of Africa’s impressive
conservation leaders both from the NGO world and from Government
partners. Tusk held its first Conservation Symposium in Cape Town followed
by the 2017 Conservation Awards, both of which were a great success and
which I was proud to be part of.
We thank you for all your generous support in 2017, without this, we would
not be able to do our work. If you would like to make an added contribution
to our end of year efforts please consider becoming a CSL member, adopting
a detection dog or purchasing some fabulous Mulberry Mongoose jewellery
for Christmas, all this helps our work enormously. Thank you and have a
great end to 2017 and a wonderful 2018.
Rachel

.

We are thankful to the
following partners and
donors for the ongoing
support to run the
detection dog program.

Dogging Poachers
Under the powerful noses of the dogs
and the superb skill set of their
handlers, the CSL K9 unit fondly known
as Delta, continue to contribute
significantly in reducing wildlife
poaching and trafficking. We also thank
our partners WD4C for their ongoing
support and guidance to our program.
The team has searched over 4000
vehicles and motorbikes this year,
confiscated 20 firearms, and
apprehended 30 suspects.
A few veterinary issues this year forced
us to medivac dogs to Lusaka for
specialist care. Thank goodness we own
a plane and can do this in emergencies.
We also realized Rudi and Ruger love
flying and sit or lie freely in the back
without their crates.

If you would like to help sponsor
our detection dogs why not buy a
Unique Christmas gifts - Adopt a
Detection Dog for $200, through
Painted Dog Inc.

Update from CSL
Veterinary Unit
During the dry season Dr. Sichande is
mostly tied up with wildlife desnaring. In 2017, in collaboration with
ZCP and DNPW, CSL de-snared 3
zebras, 3 elephants, 3 impalas, 1
hyaena, 3 wild dogs, 3 lions, 1 giraffe,
1 buffalo. Sequence of photos below
of buffalo darting by Filipe Pereira,
ZCP.

In the domestic animal department, Dr
Sichande helped to coordinate a rabies
campaign with Community veterinary
Clinic in Florida, vaccinating over 200
dogs. His other day to day work includes
domestic animal consultations, spays and
castrations, snake bites, fractures, TVT
and Parvo treatments and of course
taking good care of the CSL detection
dogs.

CSL re-focused anti-poaching strategies in 2017 resulting in
higher numbers of snares being removed from the bush,
and more suspects being apprehended for snaring. This is
good news for wildlife.
January to October 2017 has seen a total of 586 snares
removed from the bush (313 were removed in total for the
whole of 2016) and 150 day patrols have been conducted.

A Christmas gift with a
meaning - Buy a beautiful
piece of jewellery from
Mulberry Mongoose and help
sponsor anti-snare patrols.
www.mulberrymongoose.com

Human Wildlife Conflict
Panthera and NC logos
In a new effort to understand human wildlife
conflict in Luangwa, CSL has partnered with
Panthera and North Carolina Zoo to design a
SMART database for our HWC department. CSL
is already using SMART extensively for law
enforcement monitoring and we believe our
new HWC model will help guide our mitigation
planning. Thank you to Panthera’s Xia Stevens
and Richard Bergl from North Carolina Zoo, for
designing and setting up our database and
training the HWC team.

This year we harvested over 1000kg’s of dried
chilli and sold it to Rivonia on behalf of local
farmers. Rivonia is a Zambian based company
specializing in delectable chutneys and sauces,
perfect for our chilli supplies.
CSL has assisted in constructing and financing
120 elephant safe grain stores in the Game
Management Areas surrounding South
Luangwa, engages 18 community chilli
patrollers who use a type of chilli paint ball gun
to deter elephants during peak conflict season,
has over 100 small scale chilli farmers supplying
chilli for both markets and conflict mitigation
programs and conducts sensitization meetings
on human animal conflict.

Anti-poaching update
Training
Key to our improved effort and
results, is training. Ongoing
training was conducted for
communications, rapid reaction,
dog tracking, plane and ground
interoperability and general
patrols. Combined with improved
incentives, this has resulted in a
144% increase in patrol arrests
since 2016.
In 2017 our anti-poaching
support so far has contributed
towards 150 - day patrols, 88
long patrols, 122 hours on aerial
surveillance, 143 suspects
apprehended, 73 guns
confiscated, and 586 snares
removed from the bush.

View from the CSL Cockpit – Les Dillard
This is my first year flying in South Luangwa for CSL
and I feel very fortunate to have such a unique
view of seasonal changes on the landscape. The
past few months were very hot and dry and even
water points that I thought could never dry up gave
me quite a surprise. The ones that remained wet,
and the few rivers that still ran were great places
for me and the two wildlife scouts who fly with me
to patrol for poaching activity. Because the game
was so concentrated in these places, it also
concentrated poaching activity which we were able
to observe and report so that our ground teams
could investigate and react to. Our ability to detect
illegal activity was enhanced by the lack of foliage
and it seemed we could see almost everything
happening below us. Then, in the past week or so,
the first rains arrived and it seems the world is
changing! Flight visibility went from 5 km to over
50 km overnight. I look forward to flying this
amazing park during the wet season.

CSL / ZCP Pilot Les
Dillard.

